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A self-consistent analytical description is presented for collisionless expansion of a fully ionized
cluster with a two-component electron distribution. The problem is solved for an initial “water-bag”
distribution of hot electrons with no angular momentum, which reflects the mechanism of electron
heating. This distribution evolves in time due to adiabatic cooling of hot electrons. The solution
involves a cold core of the cluster, a thin double layer at the cluster edge, and a quasineutral flow
with a rarefaction wave. The presented analysis predicts a substantial number of accelerated ions
with energies greater than the cutoff energy of the initial distribution of the hot electrons. © 2007
American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2747633$

I. INTRODUCTION

A noticeable neutron yield has been reported in experi-
ments with laser-irradiated deuterium clusters that arise in
supersonic gas jets,1 where clusters are small liquid-density
droplets of a few nanometers in radius. A laser pulse quickly
converts clusters into dense, fully ionized nanoplasmas,
which then heat up, explode, and generate fast ions that pro-
duce deuterium-deuterium fusion reactions. The steep energy
dependence of the reaction cross section2 indicates that the
ions need at least 10 keV per particle to account for the
neutron yield reported in Ref. 1. This paper deals with a
first-principles theory of ion acceleration to these energies.

The qualitative picture of ion acceleration depends on
the ratio between the cluster radius R and the quiver ampli-
tude of a free electron in the laser field !%&e&E0 /me"

2,
where E0 and " are the laser-field amplitude and frequency.
In small clusters !R#!", ions undergo Coulomb explosion
due to their own space charge after the laser field removes all
the electrons from the outer shell of the cluster or even from
the entire cluster. In large clusters !R$!", almost all elec-
trons are bound to the cluster. As observed in numerical
simulations3,4 and explained in Refs. 5 and 6, the laser cre-
ates a two-component electron distribution: a cold core that
responds to the laser field coherently and a hot-electron halo
that undergoes collisionless stochastic heating. There are also
experimental indications of the two-component electron dis-
tribution in large clusters.7 Once created, the hot electrons
tend to expand together with an equal number of ions,
whereas the cold electron core remains essentially at rest
during expansion of the hot component. In contrast to the
two-component distribution, a single-temperature distribu-
tion of electrons8 is predestined to underestimate the energy
of accelerated ions !for a given absorbed laser power". The
use of a single-temperature distribution would be natural if
the hot electron halo and the cold electron core had enough
time to thermalize before the expansion, which is not the
case in our problem of interest.

An important feature of the hot electron population in
large clusters !as opposed to small ones" is that the electron
energy can greatly exceed the ponderomotive energy, which
obviously facilitates production of fast ions. We estimate us-

ing the ion energy scaling of Ref. 6, that ions with energies
above 10 keV must originate from large !R%!" clusters for
the experimental parameters listed in Ref. 1. Although ion
acceleration and stochastic electron heating by the laser field
are generally simultaneous, these two processes become de-
coupled when the laser pulse is shorter than the cluster ex-
pansion time. In what follows, we concentrate on this par-
ticular regime in an effort to describe ion acceleration
quantitatively.

In the short laser pulse limit, the problem of ion accel-
eration becomes a problem of collisionless plasma expansion
into a vacuum for a given initial two-component electron
distribution. Previous studies of this problem involved a
common additional assumption that the electron distribution
would be a superposition of two Maxwellian distributions
during the expansion.9–12 However, this assumption gener-
ally breaks down in the process of collisionless adiabatic
cooling. Different groups of electrons cool down at different
rates and, without electron-electron collisions, there is no
mechanism to prevent both distributions from becoming non-
Maxwellian. Recently obtained self-similar solutions for
plasma expansion show that a very special initial density
profile is required to keep both distributions Maxwellian.13,14

In particular, the hot and the cold electron populations do not
occupy the same initial volume if their temperatures are sig-
nificantly different: the hot electrons always occupy a much
larger volume.

In contrast, our configuration of interest is such that both
populations reside in essentially the same volume prior to the
expansion, as it occurs in large clusters with stochastically
heated electrons. During the hot electron expansion, the cold
electrons basically stay in their original volume. Eventually,
the configuration becomes similar to that of Refs. 13 and 14,
with hot and cold populations occupying considerably differ-
ent volumes. However, by that time, the hot electrons have
already transferred most of their energy to the ions they were
expanding with.

It should also be noted that the enforcement of quasineu-
trality in Ref. 13 prohibits formation of a double layer at the
edge of the cold electron core. The self-similar solution of
Ref. 14 is free from the quasineutrality constraint, but this
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solution still prohibits double layers because they are appar-
ently incompatible with self-similarity. In this respect, the
assumptions of quasineutrality and self-similarity are rather
restrictive, because double layers naturally occur during ex-
pansion of plasmas with two-component electrons that oc-
cupy the same initial volume,15 such as large clusters.6 We
will therefore consider a model that is free from the ad hoc
assumptions of quasineutrality and self-similarity. We solve
the problem exactly for an initial “water-bag” distribution
function of the hot electrons with no angular momentum.
This choice of the distribution enables us to find the corre-
sponding energy spectrum of the accelerated ions with a
fully self-consistent treatment of the hot electrons, including
the effect of their adiabatic cooling. The solution involves a
cold core of the cluster, a thin double layer at the cold core
edge, and an adjacent quasineutral flow with a rarefaction
wave. Deviation from quasineutrality at the surface of the
cold electron core plays an important role in ion acceleration,
as ions gain as much as 50% of their total energy by passing
through the double layer prior to entering the rarefaction
wave.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes assumptions of our model, including those about
the hot electron distribution function. Section III discusses
the double layer that arises at the edge of the cold electron
core. Section IV describes the quasineutral flow produced by
the double layer. Section V gives asymptotic ion energy and
time-of-flight spectra after the explosion. Finally, Sec. VI
presents concluding remarks.

II. HOT ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION

As shown in Refs. 5 and 6, generation of hot electrons in
large clusters takes place in a thin layer at the surface of the
cold electron core, where the total electric field is almost
perpendicular to the surface of the cluster. As a result, the hot
electron velocity is primarily directed radially. The total
number of hot electrons, Ntot, depends on the shape and du-
ration of the laser pulse. However, the upper estimate Ntot
'N0"2 /"p0

2 !Ref. 6" depends only on the laser frequency ",
plasma frequency of the cold electrons "p0, and the total
number !N0" of ions in the cluster. Initial plasma density
inside the cluster is in the range of solid-state densities, such
that "p0$". Consequently, the hot electrons are a small
fraction of the total electron population.

In what follows, we assume that the initial configuration
is spherically symmetric with a uniform ion background, uni-
form cold electron core, and a small population of hot elec-
trons. The hot electrons are assumed to have no angular mo-
mentum with respect to the center of the cluster. Such a
cluster will remain spherically symmetric during the expan-
sion.

The cold electrons behave as a perfectly conducting
fluid, so that the electric field vanishes inside the cold core.
The total electric charge of the cluster is zero. However,
thermal motion of the hot electrons creates charge separation
outside the cold electron core and the resulting electric field
prevents hot electrons from leaving the cluster without ions.
The corresponding electrostatic potential & changes with

time as the electric field forces some of the ions to move
outwards. Since the ion motion is slow compared to the hot
electron motion, the evolution of & can be treated as adia-
batic when considering the hot electron motion.

We assume that the hot electrons are collisionless and
that they cool down by transferring their kinetic energy to the
ions via self-consistent electric field. In this case, angular
momentum M and radial adiabatic invariant I of a single hot
electron are conserved during the expansion. To make the
problem tractable analytically, we assume the following ini-
tial water-bag distribution function of the hot electrons:

feH = C0'!M("'!M)"H!I0 ! I"H!I" , !1"

where I0 is the adiabatic invariant of the most energetic elec-
trons, C0 is a constant related to the total number of the hot
electrons Ntot, H is the Heaviside step function, and M( and
M) are components of M in spherical coordinates !r ,( ,)".
Since M and I are conserved for each individual electron, the
hot electron distribution function given by Eq. !1" remains
constant during the expansion. It is important that the elec-
trostatic potential is set up by the hot electrons themselves.
Therefore, the depth of the time-dependent potential well
that confines electrons is always equal to the instantaneous
value of the maximum electron energy. The hot electron dis-
tribution !1" can then be presented in the following form:

feH!t,r,v" = C0'!merv)"'!merv("

*H(1 +
&e&&!r,t"
EH!t"

!
mevr

2

2EH!t") , !2"

where me is the electron mass, EH!t" is the maximum !cutoff"
electron energy, and &!r , t" is the electrostatic potential. An
important technical advantage of this distribution is that it
represents an exact solution of the Vlasov equation for
trapped electrons in a self-consistent time-dependent poten-
tial &!r , t".

Equation !2" yields the following expression for the den-
sity of the hot electrons at any radial position:

ne!r,t" = n0
R0

2

r2*EH!t"
E0

*1 +
&e&&!r,t"
EH!t"

, !3"

where E0%EH!0" is the maximum hot electron energy prior
to the expansion, R0 is the initial cold core radius, and n0
%n!R0 ,0" is the initial hot electron density at the edge of the
cold core. We choose &!r , t" to be zero inside the cold elec-
tron core, so that

n0 =
2C0

me
2R0

2*2E0

me
. !4"

Note that &!r , t" is negative outside the cold core, forming a
potential well for the hot electrons. The relation between ne
and & is local despite large electron excursions. This unique
feature of the water-bag distribution simplifies the subse-
quent analysis.

Finally, we can relate n0 and C0 to the total total number
of hot electrons Ntot that remains conserved during the ex-
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pansion. The relations are especially simple when the initial
Debye length of the hot electrons is much smaller than the
cluster radius, i.e.,

+0 %* E0

4,n0e2 # R0, !5"

where +0 is the hot electron Debye length at t=0 at the cold
core edge. As shown in Sec. III, the initial width of the
double layer at the edge of the cold electron core is of the
order of +0. Therefore, condition !5" guarantees that the
number of hot electrons in the double layer is very small
compared to their total number. In the limit of +0 /R0!0, the
total number of hot electrons is

Ntot = 4,R0
3n0. !6"

III. DOUBLE LAYER STRUCTURE

As shown in Fig. 1, in the initial configuration hot elec-
trons are bound to the cold electron core by an electric field
of a narrow double layer at the surface of the core. The
double layer has a potential drop equal to E0 / &e&. The hot
electron cloud extends beyond the radius of the ion back-
ground, Ri0, by roughly the Debye length. The radius of the
cold electron core, R0, is smaller than Ri0, with Ri0!R0
#+0, because the ion density significantly exceeds the hot
electron density at the cluster edge. The profiles of &!r" and
ne!r" in Fig. 1 are found by solving the corresponding Pois-
son equation numerically. Approximate analytical expres-
sions for &!r" and ne!r" are given in Sec. III A.

The electric field of the double layer forces the double
layer ions to accelerate radially, producing an outward ion
flux. As the double layer starts to fill up with ions, its struc-
ture evolves. Eventually, a new double layer sets up at the
edge of the cold electron core, with a potential drop less than
E0 / &e&, so that the new layer does not confine all the hot
electrons anymore. This new layer produces a quasineutral

plasma flow. The time scale of the new layer formation is
roughly the ion transit time through the double layer, which
can be estimated as

t* % +0* mi

2E0
. !7"

The corresponding transitional regime is discussed in more
detail in the Appendix.

In the limit of +0#R0, the hot electron distribution vir-
tually does not evolve on a time scale of t*. Indeed, electron
cooling becomes significant only when the cluster radius in-
creases significantly. The characteristic time scale of this pro-
cess is t0'R0*mi /E0, so that t0 / t*'R0 /+0$1. Therefore,
we can describe the double layer structure assuming that the
hot electron distribution is given and fixed, i.e., treating EH
as a constant. Once the double layer structure is determined,
the time dependence of EH will be taken into account by
replacing EH with EH!t".

As some hot electrons leave the cold core, the core ra-
dius R decreases to compress the cold electrons and thus to
keep the total space charge density !including that of ions"
equal to zero inside the core. The core contraction gradually
exposes new ions to the electric field of the double layer,
involving them in cluster expansion.

Based on this qualitative picture, we now consider a thin
double layer that moves inward with a constant speed u,
together with the cold core edge, and produces a uniform
quasineutral plasma flow. The narrowness of the double layer
makes the problem effectively one dimensional, so that the
corresponding equations are

#vi

#t
+ vi

#vi

#r
= !

&e&
mi

#&

#r
, !8"

#ni

#t
+

#

#r
!nivi" = 0, !9"

#2&

#r2 = ! 4,n0&e&( ni

n0
!*EH

E0
*1 +

&e&&
EH

) , !10"

where ni and vi are ion density and velocity. We are looking
for a double layer that is stationary in a moving frame of
reference, associated with the cold core edge. We then intro-
duce

x % r ! R* + &u&t , !11"

where R* is a constant, to transform Eqs. !8"–!10" into

#

#x
(&u&vi +

vi
2

2
+

&e&&
mi

) = 0, !12"

#

#x
#ni!vi + &u&"$ = 0, !13"

#2&

#x2 = ! 4,n0&e&( ni

n0
!*EH

E0
*1 +

&e&&
EH

) . !14"

The location of the cold core boundary is now x=0. The
value of R* is determined by the transitional process of layer

FIG. 1. Initial configuration of the cluster edge. Here R0 is the radius of the
cold electron core and +0=*E0 /4,n0e2 is the Debye length of hot electrons.
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formation. However, the final structure of the layer is inde-
pendent of R*, as described by Eqs. !12"–!14".

The double layer solution of Eqs. !12"–!14" must satisfy
the following boundary conditions at the cold core boundary:

vi!x = 0,t" = 0, !15"

ni!x = 0,t" = ni0, !16"

&!x = 0,t" = 0, !17"

#&!x = 0,t"/#x = 0. !18"

where ni0 is the ion density inside the cold electron core.
Equation !18" reflects the fact that the electric field vanishes
at the cold core surface.

Using these conditions, we find from Eqs. !12" and !13"
that

vi =*u2 !
2&e&&

mi
! &u& , !19"

ni =
ni0&u&

vi + &u&
= ni0&u&(u2 !

2&e&&
mi

)!1/2

. !20"

We next use Eq. !20" to eliminate ni in Eq. !14", so that Eq.
!14" takes the following form:

#2-

#s2 =
.

*- + /2
! *1 ! - , !21"

with

- % !
&e&&
EH

, !22"

s % x/+D, !23"

+D %* EH

4,n0e2( E0

EH
)1/4

, !24"

/ %*miu
2

2EH
, !25"

. %
ni0

n0
* E0

EH

miu
2

2EH
. !26"

The quantities / and . represent normalized velocity of the
double layer and normalized ion flux through the double
layer in the moving frame of reference. Equation !21" must
be solved with two boundary conditions given by Eqs. !17"
and !18". We multiply Eq. !21" by #- /#s and integrate it
taking into account Eqs. !17" and !18" to find that

1
2
( #-

#s
)2

= 2.#*- + /2 ! /$ +
2
3

#!1 ! -"3/2 ! 1$ . !27"

We now note that in the limit of n0 /ni0!0, the normal-
ized ion flux . converges to a finite value .0. This case is

similar to the well-known Child law sheath.16 It follows from
Eqs. !25" and !26" that

. = /
ni0

n0
* E0

EH
, !28"

so that / scales as n0 /ni0 for n0 /ni0!0.
The quantity n0 /ni0 is a small parameter in our problem,

because the ion density is significantly higher than the hot
electron density at the edge of the cold electron core. It is
therefore appropriate to treat / in Eqs. !21" and !27" as a
small parameter and use a standard perturbative technique to
find the double layer structure. In what follows, we first con-
struct a zeroth-order solution assuming that n0 /ni0!0, and
then find the finite / corrections to that solution.

A. Double layer structure in a limiting case
of n0 /ni0\0

In order to find a zeroth-order solution, we put /=0 in
Eq. !27". We construct a double layer that produces a uni-
form quasineutral plasma flow. In this case, the charge den-
sity and the electric field vanish at the double layer exit, i.e.,
#- /#s=0 and #2- /#s2=0. These conditions uniquely deter-
mine the value of the free parameter .=.0. Taking into ac-
count Eqs. !21" and !27", these conditions can be written as

.0
*-0 + 1

3 #!1 ! -0"3/2 ! 1$ = 0, !29"

.0

*-0

! *1 ! -0 = 0, !30"

where -0 is the value of - at the double layer exit. We solve
Eqs. !29" and !30" to find

.0 = *-0!1 ! -0" =**3
2

!
3
4

, !31"

-0 =
*3
2

. !32"

We now set .=.0 and /=0 in Eq. !27" and integrate Eq.
!27" numerically to find -!s" in the double layer. The solu-
tion is shown in Fig. 2 with the corresponding electron and
ion density profiles. The normalized electrostatic potential -
reaches the value of -0 only asymptotically. However, the
potential drop in the double layer is primarily concentrated
within a width of the order of +D. Note that +D decreases in
time together with EH according to Eq. !24", so that the
double layer becomes more narrow as hot electrons start to
cool down. The steady-state double layer confines only hot
electrons with energies less than -0EH. Hot electrons with
energies above -0EH leave the double layer with the
quasineutral flow.

The ion velocity and electron and ion densities in the
outgoing quasineutral flow are given in terms of -0 by the
following expressions:
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vi =*2-0EH

mi
, !33"

ne = ni = n0*EH

E0

*1 ! -0. !34"

These values are entirely determined by the hot electron dis-
tribution, as they depend only on EH, E0, and n0, but not on
ni0.

The zeroth-order solution can also be derived in the
same way as the Child law sheath16 by considering a station-
ary double layer with a constant ion flux at the edge of a cold
electron core with infinite ion and cold electron densities
inside.6 Indeed, we can introduce the ion current density j0
%&e&ni0u to transform Eq. !31" into

j0 =
.0

4,+D
2 (EH

&e& )3/2*2&e&
mi

. !35"

This equation is a direct analog of the Child law for a plane
diode.16

Finally, we note that the initial structure of the double
layer prior to the expansion can be found analytically in the
limiting case of n0 /ni0!0. In the initial configuration with
n0 /ni0!0, the double layer ions can be treated as a positive
surface charge at the edge of the cold electron core. Then the
electric field has a jump at the cold core surface, whereas the
electrostatic potential remains continuous. Therefore, the
corresponding equation for - follows directly from Eq. !21"
if we put .=0. The double layer electric field must vanish at
the edge of the hot electron cloud !#- /#s=0", where -=1.
The corresponding solution is -=1! !1!s /2*3"4 for s
02*3 and -=1 for s12*3. We then find that the initial hot
electron density profile outside of the cold electron core is

ne=n0!1!s /2*3"2 for s02*3 and ne=0 for s12*3. The
width of the initial double layer is thus finite and it is equal
to 2*3+0, as shown in Fig. 1.

B. Double layer with a finite ratio of n0 /ni0

For a finite !but small" ratio of n0 /ni0, the knowledge of
.0 allows one to find the corresponding value of / and thus
the speed of the double layer,

&u& = /*2EH

mi
= .0

n0

ni0
*EH

E0
*2EH

mi
. !36"

The charge density and the electric field now vanish at the
double layer exit not for .=.0, but for .=.0+.1, where .1
is a first-order correction proportional to /. It follows from
Eqs. !21" and !27" that #- /#s=0 and #2- /#s2=0 at the
double layer exit if

2!.0 + .1"#*-0 + -1 + /2 ! /$ + 2
3 #!1 ! -0 ! -1"3/2 ! 1$ = 0,

!37"

.0 + .1

*-0 + -1 + /2
! *1 ! -0 ! -1 = 0, !38"

where -0+-1 is the value of - at the double layer exit. We
linearize Eqs. !37" and !38" with respect to the small quan-
tities -1, .1, and /, to find that

.1 = *1 ! -0/ , !39"

-1 =
1 ! -0

1 ! 2-0
2*-0/ . !40"

We then use Eqs. !19" and !20" to find the ion velocity
and electron and ion densities at the double layer exit,

vi =*2-0EH

mi
(1 !

*-0/

2-0 ! 1
) , !41"

ne = ni = n0*EH

E0

*1 ! -0(1 +
*-0/

2-0 ! 1
) . !42"

Note that vi is the ion velocity in the laboratory frame of
reference rather than that in the frame moving with the edge
of the cold electron core. As seen from Eqs. !41" and !42",
the / correction to the ion velocity is negative, whereas the
correction to the electron and ion densities is positive. Both
corrections vanish as n0 /ni0!0.

IV. QUASINEUTRAL FLOW

As already mentioned in Sec. III, the double layer at the
cold core edge does not confine all hot electrons, because the
corresponding potential drop is less than EH / &e&. For this rea-
son, the double layer solution has to be matched to a
quasineutral plasma flow that accommodates the remaining
potential drop and produces additional ion acceleration. The
quasineutral flow is governed by the continuity and momen-
tum balance equations in spherical geometry,

FIG. 2. Electron and ion density profiles !ne and ni" and electrostatic poten-
tial !-" in the double layer. The densities are normalized to the hot electron
density n0 at the surface of the cold electron core. The surface of the cold
core is located at r=R0. The electrostatic potential is normalized to its value
at the double layer exit -0=*3/2 #see Eq. !32"$.
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#n

#t
+

1
r2

#

#r
!vnr2" = 0, !43"

#v
#t

+ v
#v
#r

= !
2E0

mi

nr2

n0
2R0

4

#

#r
!nr2" , !44"

where n and v are plasma density and flow velocity, respec-
tively. The right-hand side of Eq. !44" is !!&e& /mi"#& /#r ex-
pressed in terms of n and v using Eq. !3" and the quasineu-
trality condition ne=n.

We limit our consideration to the zeroth-order solution
for the double layer structure because the ion density inside
the cold electron core is significantly higher than the hot
electron density. In the process of expansion, the character-
istic spatial scale of the quasineutral flow becomes compa-
rable to the cold core radius and much greater than the width
of the double layer. In the limit of +D /R0!0, the double
layer serves as a time-dependent boundary condition for the
quasineutral flow at the stationary edge of the cold electron
core !r=R0",

n!R0,t" = n0*EH

E0

*1 ! -0, !45"

v!R0,t" =*2-0EH

mi
. !46"

These two conditions give the values of the ion density and
velocity at the double layer exit #see Eqs. !33" and !34"$,
where the outgoing plasma becomes quasineutral.

The boundary conditions !45" and !46" contain an un-
known function EH!t", representing the cutoff energy of the
evolving water-bag distribution. The function that conserves
the total number of hot electrons and ions is

EH!t" =
E0

!1 + t/t0"2 , !47"

where

t0 =
R0

*-0!1 ! -0"
* mi

2E0
!48"

is the characteristic cooling time for the hot electrons. This
finding and a proof that the function given by Eq. !47" also
conserves the total energy are explained in the next two para-
graphs.

Conservation of the total number of hot electrons re-
quires that

d

dt(+0

R0

ne4,r2dr) = ! 4,R2n!R0,t"v!R0,t" , !49"

where the left-hand side is a change of the total number of
hot electrons inside the cold core and the right-hand side is
the particle flux produced by the double layer. Direct substi-
tution of Eqs. !45"–!48" into Eq. !49" transforms Eq. !49"
into an identity, which confirms that the total number of hot
electrons is conserved.

In the limit of +D!0, conservation of the total energy
requires that

#

#t
+

0

R0

We4,r2dr +
#

#t
+

R0

2 ,miv2

2
n + We-4,r2dr = 0,

!50"

where

We!r,t" =
n0E0

3
r4

R0
4(ne!r,t"

n0
)3

!51"

is the energy density of the hot electrons, as calculated from
Eq. !2". The first term in Eq. !50" corresponds to the total
kinetic energy of the hot electrons inside the cold electron
core, whereas the second term corresponds to the total ki-
netic energy of the quasineutral flow. It is straightforward to
verify using Eqs. !43"–!48" that Eq. !50" is satisfied, as re-
quired.

Equations !43"–!47" form a closed set of equations for
the quasineutral flow. In order to construct their solution, we
rewrite Eqs. !43" and !44" in the following form:

#F

#3
+

#

#4
!UF" = 0, !52"

#U

#3
+

1
2

#

#4
!U2 + F2" = 0, !53"

where

F %
nr2

n0R0
2 , !54"

U % v* mi

2E0
, !55"

3 % t/t0, !56"

4 %
r ! R0

t0
* mi

2E0
. !57"

Note that 4 is defined such that the cold core boundary is
located at 4=0.

It follows from Sec. III A that the quasineutral flow ad-
jacent to the double layer is just a ballistically expanding
flow without electric field. The corresponding solution of
Eqs. !52" and !53" that satisfies boundary conditions !45" and
!46" is given by

F =
*1 ! -0

1 + 3
, !58"

U =
4 + *-0

1 + 3
. !59"

However, Eqs. !58" and !59" cannot be extended to arbitrary
large values of 4, as this would lead to divergence in the total
number of particles. Similarly to what was done in Ref. 6,
Eqs. !58" and !59" need to be matched to a rarefaction wave
at the plasma-vacuum interface. It is critical that the flow is
supersonic at the double layer exit, so that both the outer and
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the inner fronts of the rarefaction wave move away from the
double layer.

Equations !52" and !53" are equivalent to

#

#3
!U + F" + !U + F"

#

#4
!U + F" = 0, !60"

#

#3
!U ! F" + !U ! F"

#

#4
!U ! F" = 0. !61"

The structure of Eqs. !60" and !61" indicates that the speed of
small perturbations in the ballistically expanding flow is
d4 /d3=U±F, with U corresponding to the flow speed and F
corresponding to the speed of perturbations with respect to
the flow. It then follows from Eqs. !58" and !59" that for
-0=*3/2 the flow is indeed supersonic at the double layer
exit, since U%F and U±F%0 at 4=0. The ballistically ex-
panding flow remains supersonic downstream, because U in-
creases with radius and F is independent of radius.

Equations !60" and !61" are decoupled equations for
quantities U+F and U!F. Each of them admits a self-similar
solution of the form !s+C1" / !3+C2", where C1 and C2 are
constants. We use this form to construct a rarefaction wave,

U + F =
4 + *-0 + *1 ! -0

1 + 3
, !62"

U ! F =
4

3
, !63"

that extends from 4=41!3"%!*-0!*1!-0"3 to 4=42!3"
%!*-0+*1!-0"3. At 4=41, the rarefaction wave matches
the ballistically expanding flow given by Eqs. !58" and !59".
At 4=42, plasma density vanishes !F=0", so that 4=42 is the
location of the plasma–vacuum interface.

The complete solution for the quasineutral flow on the
interval 4! #0,42$ is then given by

F =
*1 ! -0

1 + 3
!

4 ! 41

23!1 + 3"
H!4 ! 41" , !64"

U =
4 + *-0

1 + 3
+

4 ! 41

23!1 + 3"
H!4 ! 41" , !65"

where H is the Heaviside step function. The corresponding
expression for the normalized electrostatic potential is

- = 1 ! !1 + 3"2F2. !66"

The solution given by Eqs. !64"–!66" implies a surface
charge at the inner front of the wave !4=41", where the elec-
trostatic potential !66" is continuous. This weak discontinuity
differs from the rarefaction shock discussed in Ref. 9, be-
cause the latter involves a finite jump in the electrostatic
potential.

A snapshot of the entire quasineutral flow is shown in
Fig. 3 for 3=0.25. The profile of F corresponds to the flow
density, whereas the profile of U corresponds to the flow
velocity. Already for this value of 3 the effect of electron
cooling becomes evident, as F and U at the double layer exit
!4=0" are noticeably smaller than F!0,0" and U!0,0". The

profile of F clearly exhibits the rarefaction wave, whose sig-
nature is additional ion acceleration: there is a significant
group of ions with velocities higher than their initial velocity
at the double layer exit. The electric field vanishes at the
outer front of the rarefaction wave, so that the ions at the
outer front move ballistically with a constant velocity. Accel-
eration of the outermost ions to their final velocity takes
place during the formation of the double layer. These ions
are located at the double layer entrance prior to the cluster
expansion. They cross the double layer and arrive at the
outer front at 3' t* / t0#1, where t* is defined by Eq. !7".
Our model of the quasineutral flow is valid for 3$ t* / t0, and
this is why the ion velocity at the outer front of the wave
remains constant in our solution.

V. ION SPECTRUM AFTER THE EXPLOSION

The effect of acceleration by the rarefaction wave de-
creases with time as the hot electrons gradually cool down.
In the limit of 3!2, Eq. !65" reduces to

U = 4/3 !67"

and, consequently, Eq. !64" takes the following form:

F = !2*1 ! -0 + H!U ! a1"#a1 ! U$"
H!a2 ! U"

23
, !68"

where

a1 % *-0 ! *1 ! -0, !69"

a2 % *-0 + *1 ! -0. !70"

Using these expressions, we find the asymptotic ion energy
spectrum,

FIG. 3. Snapshot of the quasineutral flow solution at 3=0.25. Both F!4 ,3"
and U!4 ,3" are normalized to their values at the double layer exit at 3=0.
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d!N/Ntot"
d!Ei/E0"

= (1 +
a1 ! *Ei/E0

2*1 ! -0

H!*Ei/E0 ! a1")
*

H!a2 ! *Ei/E0"

2*-0Ei/E0

, !71"

where ion kinetic energy Ei%miv2 /2 is normalized to the
maximum electron energy E0 at 3=0 and the number of ions
is normalized to the total number of hot electrons Ntot.

The ion energy spectrum !71" is shown in Fig. 4 together
with the initial hot electron spectrum. Note that areas under
both curves are the same and they are equal to unity, since
asymptotically the number of expanding ions becomes equal
to the total number of hot electrons. All ions represented on
the spectrum pass through the double layer before leaving
the cluster with the expanding quasineutral flow. Ion energy
gain due to the acceleration in the double layer is less than E0
#see Eq. !33"$. Further acceleration in the rarefaction wave
produces a substantial number of ions with energies greater
than the maximum electron energy E0. The solid curve rep-
resents ions moving in the rarefaction wave, whereas the
dashed curve represents the ions that are behind the rarefac-
tion wave. The velocity of the inner wave front gradually
decreases relative to the plasma flow due to the cooling of
hot electrons. Eventually, this velocity goes to zero and the
rarefaction wave becomes frozen into the flow. Therefore,
there is a group of ions !dashed line" that never crosses the
inner wave front.

Finally, the ion energy spectrum !71" can be easily con-
verted into an ion time-of-flight spectrum that can be directly
measured experimentally. We introduce T0%L*mi /2E0,
which is the time of flight for an ion with energy E0 from the
cluster to a detector located at a distance L from the cluster.
The ion time-of-flight spectrum is then given by

d!N/Ntot"
d!T/T0"

=
T0

2

*-0T2(1 +
a1T ! T0

2T*1 ! -0

H!T0 ! a1T")
*H!a2T ! T0" , !72"

where T%L*mi /2Ei is the time of flight to the detector for
an ion with energy Ei. The time-of-flight spectrum !72" is
shown in Fig. 5, where the solid line again represents ions
moving in the rarefaction wave and the dashed line repre-
sents the ions that remain behind the rarefaction wave. The
part of the spectrum corresponding to the ions behind the
rarefaction wave scales as T0

2 /T2. Such dependence of the
slow part of the ion spectrum is primarily due to the fact that
the hot electron distribution is effectively one dimensional in
the velocity space.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented the mechanism of ion acceleration in
large exploding clusters that includes initial acceleration in
the double layer at the cold core edge followed by additional
acceleration in the rarefaction wave. This mechanism pro-
duces a substantial number of accelerated ions with energies
greater than the cutoff energy of the initial hot electron
water-bag distribution.

The ion acceleration mechanism and the high-energy ion
tail are robust features of large clusters with a hot electron
minority, not limited to the specific water-bag distribution.
Based on this observation, we conclude that the high-energy
ion tail produced by large clusters must enhance the
deuterium-deuterium fusion rate in experiments with laser-
irradiated clusters. In particular, we predict that the measured
neutron yield should substantially exceed the neutron yield
calculated under the assumption that the ions have the same
energy spectrum as the hot electrons.

Deviation from quasineutrality at the surface of the cold
electron core plays an important role in ion acceleration, as
ions gain as much as 50% of their total energy by passing
through the double layer prior to entering the rarefaction

FIG. 4. Asymptotic ion energy spectrum !solid and dashed curves" and
initial hot electron energy spectrum !dotted curve". Kinetic energies of ions
and electrons are normalized to the maximum electron energy E0 at t=0. The
number of particles is normalized to the total number of hot electrons Ntot.

FIG. 5. Asymptotic ion time-of-flight spectrum, where T is the time of flight
to the detector for an ion with energy Ei. The time of flight T is normalized
to T0, which is the time of flight for an ion with energy E0. The number of
ions is normalized to the total number of hot electrons Ntot.
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wave. The breakdown of quasineutrality at the cold core
edge is a direct consequence of the two-component electron
distribution. In single temperature plasmas, the quasineutral-
ity breaks down only at the leading edge of the ion flow.17,18

In our case, there is also an internal double layer at the edge
of the cold population. A similar internal double layer can
also be seen in numerical simulations of thin-foil expansion
into a vacuum.12 Figure 7 of Ref. 12 clearly shows a sharp
ion velocity increase at the edge of the cold electron popu-
lation, which manifests the internal double layer.

As discussed in Sec. II, generation of hot electrons in
large clusters takes place in a thin layer at the surface of the
cold electron core, where the total electric field is almost
perpendicular to the surface of the cluster. This is the reason
why we have approximated the hot electron distribution
function by a function with no angular momentum given by
Eq. !2". As a consequence of this approximation, the ion
spectrum !71" is singular at low energies. This does not cre-
ate any problems, because the singularity is integrable, so
that the diverging part of the spectrum is insignificant in
terms of the total energy and the total number of particles. In
reality, the total electric field at the surface of the cluster is
not purely radial. It also has a small tangential component.
As a result, the slow part of the ion spectrum should have a
finite maximum rather than singularity. However, this regu-
larization does not affect fast ions that are responsible for
fusion reactions, which makes Eq. !2" a relevant approxima-
tion with regard to these ions. The obvious benefit of the
approximate distribution is that it enables us to solve the
problem analytically in a relatively simple way.

Finally, it should be noted that the quasineutral solution
given by Eqs. !64" and !65" needs to be corrected at the front
edge of the rarefaction wave, where quasineutrality breaks
down because of very low plasma density.17,18 This leads to
additional ion acceleration, but the number of the affected
ions is very small.
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APPENDIX: FORMATION OF A MOVING DOUBLE
LAYER

Initial dynamics of the double layer at the cluster edge
during a time interval shorter than the electron cooling time
!t# t0" can be addressed by solving Eqs. !8"–!10" with EH
=E0%EH!0". Equations !8"–!10" are the equation of motion
for the ion velocity vi, the continuity equation for the ion
density ni, and the Poisson equation for the electrostatic po-
tential &. Equation !10" takes into account only the charge
density of ions and hot electrons, as it is written for the

region outside of the cold electron core. Inside the cold elec-
tron core, where the total charge density and the electric field
vanish, we have &=0.

Equations !8" and !9" require initial conditions for ion
density and velocity. We consider an initial configuration
shown in Fig. 1. All ions are initially at rest with a step-like
ion density profile ni=ni0 at r5R0. The boundary condition
for the electrostatic potential at the cold core surface is &=0,
whereas the boundary condition at the surface of the hot
electron cloud where hot electron density vanishes is
&=!E0 / &e&. For a given ion density profile, a solution of
Eq. !10" that satisfies these boundary conditions involves two
additional parameters: radius of the cold electron core !rC"
and radius of the hot electron cloud !rH". The quantities rC
and rH are uniquely determined by the conditions that the
electric field must vanish at rC and rH.

We find the double layer dynamics by numerically inte-
grating Eqs. !8" and !9" for a given ratio of n0 /ni0. At each
time step, we use a shooting technique to determine rC and
rH that yield for the current ion density profile a solution of
Eq. !10" with &!rC"=0, #&!rC" /#r=0, &!rH"=!E0 / &e&, and
#&!rH" /#r=0.

To illustrate the dynamics of the cluster edge, we con-
sider a cluster with a ratio of ni0 /n0=20. Figure 6 shows the
initial cluster edge configuration and its snapshot at t=1.5t*,
where t* is defined by Eq. !7". As the electric field continu-
ously pulls ions out of the cluster, the initial double layer
starts to fill up with ions. The flat portion of the ion density
profile at t=1.5t* corresponds to those ions that were outside
of the cold electron core in the initial configuration. Figure 6
shows that at t=1.5t* no ions have traveled yet the width of
the initial double layer. The configuration at t=1.5t* is a
transitional regime from the initial double layer structure !t
=0" to a moving steady-state double layer shown in Fig. 7
for t=9t*. It should be noted that the number of hot electrons
in the double layer is not conserved in the transitional regime

FIG. 6. Snapshots of the cluster edge structure at t=0 and t=1.5t*. The ratio
of the ion density inside the cold core !ni0" to the hot electron density at the
surface of the core !n0" is ni0 /n0=20. The surface of the cold electron core
at t=1.5t* is shown by a dotted line. Electron and ion densities !ne and ni"
are normalized to n0. Quantity t* is defined by Eq. !7".
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!see Figs. 6 and 7". The reason is that we only simulate the
cluster edge, which is not a closed system. The inner part of
the cluster, which we do not consider in this specific simu-
lation, serves as a reservoir of hot electrons.

At t=9t*, the structure of the double layer at the edge of
the cold electron core closely resembles the structure de-
scribed in Secs. III A and III B. Indeed, the ion flux at the
double layer exit is constant and the double layer is moving
inwards with a constant speed as the cold core gradually
contracts. The values of the ion density and ion velocity at
the double layer exit are close to the values found in the limit
of n0 /ni0!0 in Sec. III A #see Eqs. !33" and !34"$ within a

few percent. This justifies the approach of Sec. IV, where we
limit our consideration to the zeroth-order solution for the
double layer structure when considering the quasineutral
flow. The numerical solution gradually approaches the ana-
lytical solution developed in Sec. III B for a cluster with a
finite ratio of n0 /ni0. However, a much longer time period
than t=9t* is required to recover the first-order corrections
described in Sec. III B due to their relatively small value at
ni0 /n0=20.
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